
Modernization of power distribution systems service 

with Winmate convertible laptop

The Best Tool for Network Maintenance and Emergency Repair of Critical Information
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https://www.winmate.com/


Background

The power firm selected the Winmate rugged laptop L140 collection for its lasting as well as also as the optimal tool for 
usage along with its development designer for more straightforward mobile applications.
The completely Winmate rugged laptop L140 series, which can additionally be convertible as a tablet, is the key info, 
reporting as well as also interaction tool for the groups as they achieve upkeep and also emergency fixings to their 
network. The Winmate rugged laptop L140 series is utilized for obtaining job directions, checking out energy, and 
additionally centers map and also reporting, consisting of being able to take picture evidence to go along with electronic 
task papers. 
All team leaders currently have Winmate laptop gadgets on which they enter their daily job orders in the field, total with 
multimedia data of each job. Because workers can input their very own documents in actual time, this information is 
quickly available on the work monitoring system and also there's no lag time between work finished and also data 
entrance.
The removable tool offers the wealthiest set of business user interfaces with extra personalized options to satisfy an 
employee's needs. It is the very first completely convertible tough laptop computer to deliver with Windows 11 IoT 

Enterprise SA and the first to be powered by 11th Generation Intel ® processor modern technology. Target industries for 

the device consist of insurance coverage assessors, fleet management and vehicle hire, area workers, upkeep and 
solution technicians in utilities and also telecommunications, along with government agencies, protection, and the 
emergency service.

Main Challenges

• Discouraged by a lack of connectivity through 4G or 5G mobile signals in rural areas.

• Regular connection drop-outs indicated that information usually had to be re-inputted and also a lot more importantly 
the delays in updates and obtaining new tasks typically had a negative influence on client service.

Core Product

• Winmate L140TG-4: 14" Convertible Rugged Laptop
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https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-laptops/winmate/MPC-L140TG
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Why Winmate

Selection of 4G or 5G Modem
The 4G modem sustains LTE, LTE-An and also 
accelerate to 2 Gbps. The 5G modem sustains 4G 

(LTE, LTE-A) in addition to 5G and also accelerate to 
5.5 Gbps. It effortlessly attaches to the most effective 
readily available network with no interruption or 
treatment by the customer. 

Sturdy tools for rough settings
Winmate L140 series rugged laptop establish the sector criterion 
for ruggedized gadgets that are customizable for the 
requirements of your mobile employees. Shown to run in severe 

settings, so the weather condition never ever ends up being an 
issue for your mobile groups. With the ability to hold up against 
every little thing from dirt, water, resonance, and also 
decreases.
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The safest Windows tool in the marketplace

With deep combination of between equipment, 
firmware as well as Windows 11 the L140 series uses 
the best defense from extremely progressed risks & 
boosting threats of cyberattacks, currently and also in 
the future.



Related Product
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Winmate L140TG

Rugged Laptop

Application Diagram

Product Features
[13,3" TFT-LCD | 14" TFT-LCD]

Intel Core i5-1135G7
Touchscreen (Kapazitiv)
IP65 (komplett)
260 Pin SO-DIMM DDR4
256 GB SSD (M.2)

https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-laptops/winmate/MPC-L140TG
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